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ABSTRACT

Assumptions about long-term trends in international migration are an increasingly important component of the demographic projection module. Yet most official immigration projections both in the United States and abroad rely on ad-hoc assumptions based on little theory and virtually no definable methodology. The purpose of this paper is twofold: to assess where projection-making agencies stand in their practice of immigration projection and to explore how theoretical insights about immigration may help them improve their practice. The first section describes the current projection methods of leading national and international agencies, from the U.S. Census Bureau and Social Security Administration to the United Nations and the World Bank. The second section scans the wide and varied array of “theoretical frameworks” that attempt to explain international migration flows. The paper identifies six important ones: the policy, the neoclassical, the world systems, the new economics, the social networks, and the dual labor market frameworks. We conclude that much progress might be achievable if the explanatory richness of immigration theory could somehow be consolidated and integrated into a useable projection method. The third section briefly outlines some first steps to start harnessing theory and improving practice.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, policy experts worldwide have come to understand the importance of demographic projections in their efforts to think strategically about long-term challenges, from national security to retirement security. Attention to these projections has in turn inspired a growing effort to study and improve the models, methodology, and assumptions that underlie them. Much progress has been made in improving the fertility and longevity modules of the demographic projection puzzle. Little progress, however, has been made in dealing with cross-border migration or (more specifically, from the point of view of most developed countries) immigration. A projection of population must rest, in part, on a projection of immigration. Yet most official immigration projections both in the United States and abroad continue to rely on ad-hoc assumptions based on little theory and virtually no definable methodology.

This lack of progress is a cause for concern. For roughly half a century, from the 1930s to the 1980s, it was widely observed that immigration rates were at a historically low ebb. Even where rates were rising over time (in many developed countries after the early 1960s), it was widely believed that national policy could control them. Compared to the challenge of projecting fertility and longevity, therefore, the challenge of projecting immigration seemed unimportant and attracted little attention.

Now the tide has turned. Net immigration rates in most developed countries have recently surged, more than doubling in the United States and Western Europe as a whole since the 1960s and showing few signs of changing direction. One team of demographers, Mark J. Miller and Stephen Castles, claim the world is entering a new “Age of Migration” (Miller and Castles 1993). According to Douglas S. Massey, “In retrospect, it is clear that the end of the Cold War was a watershed event in the history of global migration, ending a policy regime that had held world migration rates at artificially low levels for more than forty years” (Massey 2003: 20). The upward surge has occurred, moreover, during a period in which both public opinion and immigration policy in most developed countries has grown increasingly restrictive. With undocumented or “illegal” entry growing faster than any other type of immigration, policy experts are no longer confident that total immigration is still subject to the effective control of national policy.

The range of plausible assumptions regarding long-term immigration rates is therefore widening. Unbounded by any consensus projection method, this widening range can now generate a similarly widening and often dramatic variety of long-term population outcomes. The spread between the “low” and “high” immigration variants for the U.S. Census Bureau projection for the national population in 2100 (U.S. Census Bureau 2000), for example, is 417 million—from a total of 438 million (low variant) to a
total of 854 million (high variant). This is a very significant difference from almost any policy perspective. Indeed, the spread between the Census Bureau’s low and high immigration assumptions has a larger impact on total U.S. population in 2100 than the spread between its low and high fertility and mortality assumptions combined.

Long-term immigration trends are attracting serious new attention from many official agencies. Given Europe’s low fertility rate and the likelihood that immigration will make the difference between population growth or decline in many EU countries, Eurostat in 1994 began commissioning a series of research studies to improve understanding of the trends underlying immigration (Salt and Singleton 1995). In 2000, the United Nation’s Population Division released *Replacement Migration: Is It a Solution to Declining and Aging Populations?* in an effort to assess the potential role of immigration in alleviating the fiscal and economic challenges facing many developed countries. In 2003, the Technical Panel on Assumptions and Methods of the U.S. Social Security Advisory Board conducted its first in-depth examination of the immigration assumptions in the long-term projections used by the Social Security trustees and made important recommendations.

The purpose of this survey is twofold: to assess where projection-making agencies stand in their practice of immigration projection and to explore how theoretical insights about immigration may help them improve projection practice. The first section (Inventory of Current Projection Practice) describes the current projection methods of leading national and international projection-making institutions worldwide. The second section (An Overview of Immigration Theory) scans the wide and varied array of “theoretical frameworks” which, thus far, have seldom if ever been incorporated into method. The third section (Toward Better Projection Practice) suggests some first steps to start harnessing theory and improving practice.

The focus of the survey is limited to long-term projection, that is, to projecting immigration beyond ten or fifteen years into the future. In recent years, policy experts have developed and refined many quantitative approaches to short-term immigration forecasts (e.g., by using time-series trends or by identifying business cycle correlations) that are not useful in the longer term. Near-term forecasts often depend critically on the accuracy of recent immigration data and the lagged impact of current policy (backlogged caseloads, family reunions, asylum events, etc.)—issues which are usually unique to each nation and each year. These issues are of less importance in longer-term projections.

When policy experts collect data on current or past immigration, they often take an interest in many types of information, from distributions by sex, age, and national origin to family status, educational level, and work experience. Efforts to project immigration are typically much less ambitious. In practice, most limit themselves to projecting total numbers: gross in-migration and out-migration or, in many cases, net immigration alone. A few also attempt to project changes in distribution by age and national origin. The scope of our inventory is limited to current practice.
To better understand the survey’s organization—and to anticipate some of its recurring themes—it helps to focus up front on four basic choices that confront any effort to develop or improve immigration projection methods.

The first choice is whether to constrain the projection method in any way to official national policy. This may not be an issue for academics and private-sector research organizations, but historically it has been a major consideration for the public-sector agencies that develop and publish most national immigration projections.

Simply put, governments do not like to announce likely futures that contradict current law or official policy objectives. It is no accident that until the 1980s, when rising illegal immigration forced policymakers to reconsider, nearly every national government simply equated projected immigration with current official policy. The trustees of the U.S. Social Security system did not consider “other-than-legal” immigration until 1988 (Social Security Administration 1997). Even today, it is hard for many governments to acknowledge behavior that deviates from law. Eurostat, in its 2002 survey of national projection methods in the European Union, reported that only one country (Portugal) admitted that “they made any allowance for illegal immigration in their forecasts” (Eurostat 2002b). The central scenario in Canada’s official long-term projections continues to be “based on national policy” and makes no allowance for illegal immigrants (Statistics Canada 2001).

Most policy experts worldwide now argue that national policy should only be regarded as one variable among many when making projections—and a growing number of national governments appear to agree. Some seem to be taking illegal migration into account in their projections even if they do not say so publicly—and some are allowing for the possibility not just of immigration that violates current law, but of future changes in law itself. One key finding of the 2003 U.S. Social Security Technical Panel is the conclusion that “legislative limits regarding legal immigration, and their associated enforcement policies, are endogenous to broader social and economic processes, and thus may change in future years” (The 2003 Technical Panel: 31). Although it might seem obvious that projections extending decades into the future should accept the possibility of legislative change, it remains unclear how broadly the Social Security trustees are supposed to interpret their mandate to make projections based on “current law.” Canada’s position, interestingly, is that the possibility of future legislative change is reflected in its “high” and “low” projection variants.

Assuming a projection method is free from the constraint of official policy (and can allow for both future enforcement failure and policy change), the second basic choice is whether projections will be based on an explicit explanatory theory or model of immigration. Few if any long-term projections are. When describing how they make assumptions about future immigration, many agencies offer little more than a vague reference to “expert opinion”—or else they say that their assumptions reflect “historical experience.” But no assumption, even a “no change” assumption, can be turned into a projection without first confronting difficult methodological considerations. Does no change imply future immigration equal to the current year? Or the last decade average? Or the last fifty-year average? Does it mean an unchanged number or unchanged rate? If
a rate, should it be a rate per capita or per employed person or per age group? Unchanged rates in the sending country as well as the receiving country? All projection-making agencies must deal with such questions. More often than not, however, the decision process takes place behind what Dennis A. Ahlburg and Wolfgang Lutz call a “veil of secrecy” (Ahlburg and Lutz 1998: 6).

Explanatory models or theories come in many types. Some rely at least in part on qualitative assessments of future trends. Others are strictly quantitative and rely on tested time-series models. Many, perhaps most, theoretical models are based on a presumed association between future immigration behavior and other future conditions that we believe can be projected with some confidence. Examples of such other conditions include multinational trends in population, wages and living standards, trade and capital flows, age distribution, education, urbanization, environmental change, and market orientation (“globalization”). A few models posit a causal link between conditions observable today (e.g., public attitudes toward immigration) and conditions in the future (e.g., immigration policy change, which in this theory is presumed to follow with a lag). What all models have in common is an explanatory argument that can be objectively evaluated and in some manner tested against historical evidence.

To the extent an agency chooses to ground its projections on a theory or model, it necessarily faces a third basic choice. How does it select among models? And if it relies on more than one, how does it weigh the relative importance of competing models? This choice is especially critical for immigration projections because there is such an abundant variety of immigration theories to choose from, many of them originating in very different academic disciplines (from economics and demography to sociology, political science, and comparative anthropology) that rarely speak to each other. Massey concludes, “At present, there is no single, coherent theory of international migration, only a fragmented set of theories that have developed largely in isolation from one another, sometimes but not always segmented by disciplinary boundaries” (Massey et al. 1993: 432). Even integrating the experiences of different nations can be difficult. According to Jeannette Money, the literature on immigration “tends to be country specific rather than comparative, making it difficult to sort between idiosyncratic factors and more generally applicable theories” (Money 1997: 686).

The new field of futures studies, which attempts to evaluate and improve methods of investigating the future (including the use of simulations, scenario-building, causal modeling, relevance trees, and cross-impact analysis) may offer some creative ways to distill disparate insights into a single projection method. Delphi, for example, is a formal and iterative process of survey and discussion often used in the private sector to bring large groups of experts toward a consensus estimate. Public-sector agencies seldom use such formal processes in developing demographic projection methods; indeed, even when they do explain why they arrive at a given method, which is rare enough, they almost never explain how they arrive at it. One conspicuous exception is the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), which has developed a multi-stage “expert- and argument-based forecasting” process to assess the merits of theories (“arguments”) offered by large panels of experts in arriving at the assumptions needed for demographic projection (Lutz ed. 1996 and Lutz et al. eds. 2004). Though its usefulness
in sorting through different viewpoints on immigration trends has yet to be demonstrated, the process does seem promising.

A final choice confronting projection-making agencies is whether to assign any likelihood to their assumptions and outcomes. At present, few agencies formally incorporate probabilities into their projection methods. Instead, most create a range of scenarios or variants, each containing a “high” or “low” set of assumptions, and these variants mechanically generate single sets of outcomes. In effect, the traditional variant projection is simply a giant if-then proposition. In recent years, however, a growing number of experts have begun experimenting with probabilistic demographic projections (sometimes referred to as “forecasts”); and one agency, IIASA, uses an elaborate probabilistic method to generate likelihood values for all of its demographic outcomes, including global migration. Interest in this approach, whetted perhaps by the growing power of computers and statistical software, is clearly on the rise.

The argument in favor of the probabilistic approach is that it compels experts to assign likelihood weights at the assumption stage and then manages those weights properly through to the output stage. It also encourages experts to think through the simultaneous or lagged correlations among all of the projection variables—a task which, say supporters of the probabilistic method, enables them to avoid the sorts of logical inconsistencies that plague “variant” projections. (Example: Does it make sense to pair a low total fertility rate with a low immigration rate in the same “low variant” of a nation’s long-term population projection?) Supporters of the traditional variant approach respond that not enough can be known about the probability distributions of long-term variables to quantify them. The probabilistic approach, they argue, adds a spurious precision that masks rather than clarifies the critical role played by the chosen assumptions. This caveat may be especially appropriate for immigration assumptions, since there remains such great uncertainty about how to project a central trend, much less about calculating the likelihood of deviating from that trend.

However projection-making agencies handle these four basic choices, they have thus far achieved little progress in developing an immigration projection method that most experts regard as even minimally reliable. As our inventory of current practice makes clear, few official projections use immigration assumptions that are justified by any explicit reference to a theory of how or why immigration happens. “[S]ince no single compelling theory of migration exists, projections are generally based on past trends and current policies” (O’Neill et al. 2001: 250). In this respect, immigration is regarded as uniquely disadvantaged among demographic assumptions. According to Lutz et al., “[I]t is more difficult to forecast future migratory streams than future trends in fertility and mortality” (Lutz et al. eds. 2004: 34). “Among the three major components of national population change...” concludes a recent report of the U.S. Census Bureau, “international migration is the component for which demographic science offers the least to future projections” (U.S. Census Bureau 2000: 15).

Yet if the main theme of the first part of this survey is how little progress has yet been made, the main theme of the second and third parts is how much progress might be achievable if the abundance of available explanatory insights about immigration could
somehow be consolidated and harnessed. “A variety of theoretical models has been proposed to explain why international migration begins,” writes Massey. Moreover, “...they cannot be assumed, a priori, to be incompatible” since they “conceptualize causal processes at such different levels of analysis—the individual, the household, the national, and the international” (Massey et al. 1993: 432-433). According to a recent Eurostat report, “By now, causes of international migration are well studied and there is more or less agreement with regard to the most important factors determining migration flows between countries. Relatively few attempts have been made, however, to link these theoretical considerations with empirical data” (Eurostat 2002a: 99). The implied message, perhaps, is that more such “attempts” should be made. The 2000 Committee on Population Projections report by the U.S. National Research Council offers similar grounds for optimism. Although “the limitations of migration projections are not easy to remedy” in the short term, it suggests, “a longer-term program of data collection and the appropriate use of theory to build dynamic models of migration may have some potential eventually to produce greater accuracy” (Bongaarts and Bulatao eds. 2000: 177-178).

Although experts would surely debate just how much ground there is for optimism, nearly all would agree that agencies can do better than they are now doing. Since demographic projections require some immigration assumption, abandoning the effort is in any case not an option. As Michael S. Teitelbaum puts it simply if enigmatically, “Projecting immigration is impossible, but unavoidable” (personal communication with authors).
INVENTORY OF CURRENT PROJECTION PRACTICE *

The inventory of current projection practice presented here covers major international projection-making agencies, as well as national projection-making agencies in the United States and a selection of other developed countries. The focus is on long-term immigration assumptions—what they are, how they are derived, and how they are justified.

A few general observations will help orient the reader. Many agencies project net immigration directly without projecting its components: gross in-migration and gross out-migration. At least among the agencies included in the inventory, net immigration (with the minor and partial exception of Japan) is always projected as a level, as is in-migration whenever agencies project it separately. In contrast, emigration, when projected separately, is sometimes projected as a level, sometimes as a rate. In the latter case, it is usually assumed to be a fixed share of the “at risk population”—that is, a country’s foreign-born stock.

There is considerable variation in how projection-making agencies handle current immigration policy. Most make at least some allowance for it, especially in the near term. A few explicitly build their projections around it—the case with Statistics Canada and the U.S. Social Security Administration. And a few, like the Federal Statistical Office of Germany, explicitly reject it as a useful guide to long-term (or even near-term) immigration trends. Spain’s National Statistics Institute, contemplating the huge and unexpected surge in migration to Spain that began in the late 1990s, goes so far as to talk about the “inherent clandestine nature of immigration.”

When projections are not based on current policy, they are generally based on “historical experience” or “expert opinion.” Projection assumptions sometimes reflect judgments about how future demographic, economic, or political developments may affect long-term migration flows—and these judgments may in turn be informed by some explanatory theory of immigration. No agency, however, has attempted to incorporate these relationships into a dynamic long-term projection model.

A number of projection-making agencies assume that net immigration will remain constant throughout the projection period. Most of the rest assume that it will be constant once it reaches a “target” or “ultimate” level. Almost none—the U.S. Census Bureau is a notable exception—projects that net immigration levels will vary throughout the projection period. Most agencies publish high and low immigration variants that bracket their central or “best guess” variant. Although there is a rising interest in probabilistic forecasting among academic demographers, only two projection-making agencies included in this inventory (IIASA and Statistics Netherlands) take this approach.

* To avoid encumbering the text, references in this section are limited to special studies and direct quotations. Please see the “Projection Practice” section of the Bibliography for a complete (agency by agency) list of the sources consulted in preparing the inventory.
As the inventory makes clear, there is a growing interest in developing better projection methods. Thus far, however, most of the attention has been focused on improving near-term projections—through better data collection, cross-country harmonization of definitions, time-series analysis of historical trends, and studies of past forecast errors. The process of setting long-term assumptions remains almost entirely ad hoc and judgmental.

I. GLOBAL PROJECTIONS

We begin the inventory by reviewing immigration projection methods at the major agencies producing global population projections. There are four: The United Nations, the World Bank, the International Program Center at the U.S. Census Bureau, and the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis in Austria. Global population projections, and especially global immigration projections, must overcome enormous data and definitional hurdles. Projection-making agencies therefore make simplifying assumptions. They usually project net migration rather than its components—and until recently, they often ignored immigration altogether.

a. United Nations Population Division

The United Nations Population Division produces the most widely cited set of global population projections. The projections, which are published in its World Population Prospects series, are revised every two years. The latest 2002 Revision provides projections of the world’s population by country through 2050. Periodically, the UN also publishes longer-term projections that extend its regular projection series. In 2004, it released a special set of projections through the year 2300.

In developing immigration assumptions, the UN begins by looking at “recent” experience, a timeframe that may vary considerably depending on data availability. In some countries, it projects that net immigration will continue throughout the projection period at close to its recent average. In other countries, where recent experience is deemed to be unusual, net immigration is trended from its current level to an ultimate level that is generally reached within ten to twenty years. The UN makes these ad hoc adjustments in consultation with experts from national projection-making agencies. Countries that have recently sent or received large numbers of refugees constitute a special case. The UN projects that refugees will return to their home country within five to ten years, after which net immigration is assumed to return to zero—unless of course the country in question is a traditional sending or receiving country.

Although the UN has been making population projections since the 1950s, it has only recently begun to pay much attention to projecting international migration. For many years, the UN assumed that net immigration in most countries would be zero—partly because immigration is “less amenable to being reliably projected” than other demographic variables (UN Statistics Division 2004), partly because, so long as fertility remained high, leaving it out didn’t have much effect on population growth rates in most
countries. As recently as its 1998 Revision, the UN projected that net immigration would be zero in 50 countries throughout the projection period; in 103 others, it assumed that net immigration would rise or fall to zero during the period. Even today in its special long-term projections, the UN makes the radically simplifying assumption that, beyond 2050, all international migration ceases.

b. World Bank

The World Bank has prepared global population projections since 1978. The projections are updated annually and published in the Bank’s World Development Indicators CD-ROM. The latest projections cover the period 2000-2045.

Unlike the UN, the World Bank makes no attempt to make “best guesses” about country-specific trends in international migration. It assumes that net immigration in every country will steadily rise or fall until it reaches zero. Zero net immigration is attained in most countries by the 2030s and everywhere by the 2040s, including traditional sending and receiving countries like Mexico and the United States. The World Bank’s published descriptions of its projections offer no rationale for its immigration scenario. A number of projection-making agencies, however, including the UN and the U.S. Census Bureau, calculate illustrative zero net migration scenarios in order to highlight the impact of natural increase on population growth. The purpose of the World Bank scenario is presumably analogous. In any case, it cannot be interpreted as a realistic projection of future trends in international migration.

c. International Program Center, U. S. Census Bureau

Many readers will be unaware that the U.S. Census Bureau is a major resource on world population trends. The International Program Center (IPC) at the Bureau maintains a large global database of demographic and socio-economic indicators. It has also published global population projections biannually since 1985 in its Global Population Profile series. The latest projections were released in 2004 and cover the period 2002 to 2050.

IPC divides countries into two main groups based on the importance of international migration in their history. If past migration has had a negligible impact on a country’s population growth, future net immigration is assumed to be zero. For countries with a history of significant migration, the level of net immigration over some recent period is usually held constant for the “near future.” The published description of the current projections does not offer any detail on how this near-term level is calculated or how net immigration is assumed to change over the longer-term future. In previous projections, however, the IPC usually assumed that it would eventually become zero. Like the UN, the IPC treats countries that have recently experienced large refugee flows as a special case. Refugees are assumed to return to their countries of origin over the next five to ten years, after which net immigration returns to zero.
d. International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis

The International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) is a non-governmental research organization located in Austria that conducts interdisciplinary research on a wide range of policy issues. The World Population Program at IIASA began producing global population projections in 1994 and has subsequently updated them in 1996 and 2001. The 2001 revision, which was released in final form in 2004, covers the period 2000 to 2100. IIASA projects the population for thirteen major regions of the world rather than for individual countries. “By doing so,” it explains, “much of the world’s heterogeneity is taken into account, and we need not bother with national particularities, especially with respect to migration” (IIASA 2004). The United States and Canada together constitute the North American region.

To arrive at its projection assumptions, including its immigration assumptions, IIASA uses a version of the Delphi method it terms “expert- and argument-based forecasting.” A panel of “resource” experts is called on to develop high and low assumption values. The experts are instructed to choose values that define a 90 percent confidence interval, meaning that only 5 percent of all possible cases should lie above and 5 percent below the range. They are also instructed to supply “arguments” in support of the values they select. The input of the resource experts is then reviewed by “implementation” experts, who select the final projection assumptions. For North America, the low net immigration assumption is zero and the high net immigration assumption is 2 million.

The assumptions are then used to generate 2,000 stochastic projection runs. Whereas most projection-making agencies use high and low variants or scenarios to bracket a plausible range of outcomes, IIASA explicitly tries to quantify the uncertainties involved in its population projections. The actual assumption paths underlying the individual projection runs are derived randomly from the assumptions’ uncertainty distribution. The projection output is thus probabilistic. According to the 2001 IIASA projections, for instance, there is a 95 percent probability that the population of North America in 2050 will be between 329 million and 536 million, while the median projection value is 422 million. Although IIASA pioneered this method, a number of academic demographers and at least one public-sector agency—Statistics Netherlands—now make probabilistic population forecasts as well.

II. UNITED STATES

There are two major projection-making agencies in the United States: the U.S. Census Bureau and the Social Security Administration (SSA). Other agencies concerned with population trends use the projections published by one or the other. The Bureau of Labor Statistics’ labor-force projections, for instance, are based on the Census Bureau middle series, while the Congressional Budget Office and Office of Management and Budget use SSA’s long-term demographic scenarios. The Department of Homeland
Security, which includes the former Immigration and Naturalization Service, does not make immigration projections.

**a. U.S. Census Bureau**

The Census Bureau is the primary U.S. government agency responsible for making population projections. It projects the population of the individual states through 2025 and of the nation as a whole through 2100. In addition to projecting the population by age and sex, the Census Bureau also projects it by race and Hispanic origin. The latest complete set of national population projections was released in 2000 and covers the period 1999-2100. A new set of interim projections based on 2000 Census data was released in 2004. We discuss the 2000 projections, however, since the summary numbers available for the interim projections do not include any detail on projected immigration levels and since the immigration projection method remains unchanged.

The 2000 projections, by contrast, embodied a major shift in the Census Bureau’s immigration projection methods. Prior to 2000, future levels of immigration and emigration were based on recent historical averages and assumed to remain constant throughout the projection period. In the 2000 projections, the Census Bureau takes a new approach. It now assumes that immigration policies and levels will change in response to future developments. “While it may be acceptable in the near term to view migration as a consequence of existing immigration law and policy, this assumption loses merit in the longer term” (U.S. Census Bureau 2000: 16). Moreover, it explicitly models one long-term development—the aging of the U.S. population—that can be expected to have an impact on migration flows.

The Census Bureau anticipates that the aging of the U.S. population will increase immigration “pull” beginning in the 2010s. As old-age dependency ratios rise and growth in the working-age population slows during the Baby Boom’s retirement, immigration levels are projected to increase substantially. Although other projection-making agencies around the world sometimes consider future demographic developments in setting long-term immigration assumptions, the Census Bureau appears to be unique in building a demographic “feedback” into the projections itself.

Demographic shifts in sending countries may also affect future levels of immigration to the United States. The Census Bureau makes no attempt to model the potential impact, plus or minus, of population aging in sending countries on total U.S. immigration. It does, however, assume that population developments abroad will affect the composition of migrant flows. Over time, the Census Bureau projects that relatively fewer immigrants will come from Latin America, where decelerating population growth is expected to ease immigration “push”—while relatively more will come from younger and faster-growing countries in Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia. The Census Bureau does not discuss the policy implications of this shift. Implicitly, however, its projections seem to assume that U.S. immigration policy, which is mainly based on family reunification, will change to allow new sending countries to substitute for old ones.
The Census Bureau projections anticipate a somewhat roller-coaster path for U.S. immigration. Net immigration is initially assumed to fall from some 950,000 in 1999 to 700,000 in 2010, as the surge in family reunification immigration triggered by the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 finally subsides. It then rises sharply to 1.1 million in 2030 as the demographic feedback kicks in. Thereafter, it declines again—not because in-migration is projected to decline, but because out-migration is projected to rise. This is the result of another change in projection methods. Beginning with the 2000 projections, the Census Bureau projects emigration not as a level, but as a percentage of the stock of foreign-born residents of the United States. This means that higher immigration ultimately leads to higher emigration as well.

In addition to its middle series, the Census Bureau also publishes low and high immigration variants which it describes as “reasonable maximum and minimum values.” Under the low variant, net immigration drops to 113,000 by 2100, while under the high variant it rises to 3 million. As noted earlier, this enormous spread in immigration assumptions yields an equally enormous spread in projected U.S. population totals: from 438 million in 2100 under the low variant to 854 million under the high variant. As the Bureau explains, “The margin of uncertainty around the middle-level assumption is, of necessity, relatively wider for international migration than for births or deaths” (U.S. Census Bureau 2000: 19).

b. Social Security Administration

The US Social Security Administration’s (SSA) Office of the Actuary prepares its own long-term (75-year) population projections each year. The projections underlie the cost scenarios that the Social Security trustees use to evaluate the system’s finances. The Office of the Actuary currently prepares three sets of population projections and three cost scenarios: the low-cost, the intermediate, and the high-cost. High immigration is part of the low-cost scenario, while low immigration is part of the high-cost.

In contrast to the Census Bureau, SSA assumes that immigration will remain constant over the long run. Current immigration levels are trended toward ultimate levels, which, once reached, are maintained throughout the rest of the projection period. In the 2004 intermediate scenario, net immigration is projected to attain its ultimate level of 900,000 in 2024. The ultimate levels for the high-cost and low-cost scenarios are 672,500 and 1,300,000, respectively. The ultimate immigration level in SSA’s intermediate scenario is close to the average immigration level in the Census Bureau’s middle series. The range between SSA’s high-cost and low-cost scenarios, however, is much narrower than the range between the Census Bureau variants.

This narrower range is explained by SSA’s current-policy projection framework. According to the Office of the Actuary, the intermediate scenario assumption represents its “best guess” of future current-law immigration levels, while the low-cost and high-cost scenario assumptions represent upper and lower bounds. The projections include estimates of immigrants admitted under the flexible caps for the family-based, employment-based, and diversity categories of the Immigration Act of 1990, as well as estimates of asylum-seekers and refugees. Although it is not entirely clear that it is
consistent with its current-policy framework, SSA also takes illegal immigration into account. Since 1988, its projections have included estimates of net “other than legal” immigration, which the Office of the Actuary assumes will continue at substantial levels throughout the projection period (the ultimate assumption in the intermediate scenario is 300,000).

SSA’s projections are periodically reviewed by an official Technical Panel on Assumptions and Methods. Traditionally, technical panels have passed over SSA’s immigration assumptions with barely a mention. The most recent 2003 Panel, however, devoted considerable attention to the subject. In its report, it concluded that SSA underestimates likely future levels of net immigration. The reason, according to the Panel, is that SSA’s current-policy, fixed-number projection framework implies that immigration will steadily shrink in importance in future years relative to the size of the growing U.S. population and economy. “In light of the sustained, rapid increase of net migration over more than five decades, the Panel finds this assumption to be highly implausible” (The 2003 Technical Panel: 26). The Panel goes on to recommend that SSA abandon the fixed-number framework and instead project immigration as a rate.

The Technical Panel actually raises two entirely distinct questions—first, whether SSA’s net immigration assumption is too low, and second, whether there is any necessary correlation between immigration and population growth. Neither question has an obvious answer. Regarding the first, the Panel itself acknowledges that future demographic, economic, and policy developments could exert countervailing pressures. The aging of the U.S. population may increase immigration pull. Then again, the aging of Mexico’s could reduce immigration push. And while it is true that immigration to the United States rose dramatically over the postwar era, much of the rise was simply a recovery from the unusually low levels of the Great Depression and World War II.

As for the rate recommendation, it’s worth recalling that no major projection-making agency uses this method. Doing so would first require settling some thorny methodological issues. Even accepting the Technical Panel’s premise that over the long run the size of net immigration will rise along with the size of the population, it is not immediately apparent which population is the relevant one—the working-age population or the total population, the population of the receiving country or that of the sending country. Nor is it apparent what time period should be considered in determining the rate assumption—recent experience, long-term experience, or something in between. The Technical Panel does not really address these issues. It simply assumes that the relevant population is the total U.S. population and that the relevant historical average is the longest feasible historical average, which turns out to be 1821-2002. In the end, this may be no less simplistic than blindly projecting current law.

III. EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Twenty-five years ago, net immigration was a relatively inconsequential component of population growth in most European countries. Today, it accounts for over
three-quarters of the total annual population increase in the EU15. Not surprisingly, national projection-making agencies are paying closer attention to immigration—as is Eurostat, the European Union’s statistical unit. The first set of Eurostat population projections, released in the early 1980s, ignored international migration entirely, while the second set, released in the mid-1980s, ignored it in all countries except Germany and Ireland, where it loomed particularly large. Beginning in the 1990s, however, Eurostat projections have included immigration for all EU member states.

Despite the new attention, projection methods mostly remain rudimentary. According to a 2002 Eurostat survey, roughly half of all countries base their immigration assumptions exclusively on “expert opinion” (Eurostat 2002b). Although a growing number of projection-making agencies employ time-series analysis and other statistical techniques to analyze (and sometimes extrapolate) historical trends, none has developed a long-term projection model based on an overall theory of immigration. Some simply project that immigration will remain constant at or near some recent historical average. Most of the rest trend it to a target or ultimate level typically reached early in the projection period.

The inventory looks at Eurostat’s latest projections, as well as the latest projections of three EU countries: Germany, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. All are significant immigration countries—and all are paying increasing attention to projection method.

**a. Eurostat**

Eurostat publishes internationally consistent population projections for the EU countries roughly every five years. The latest set of projections was released in 2000 and covers the period 1998-2050. In the past, Eurostat outsourced much of its projection work to other agencies, including Statistics Netherlands, the Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute, the Netherlands Economic Institute, and the Migration Research Unit of University College London. The next set of projections, which is due out in the fall of 2004, is for the first time being prepared internally.

Of all the projection-making agencies in this inventory, none has devoted more effort to studying immigration projection method than Eurostat. In the mid-1990s, it launched a major research program called “International Migration by Major Groups” designed to develop improved models for forecasting immigration. The focus of the research, however, has been exclusively near term. Most of the modeling aims to clarify “the correspondence between the economic business cycle and international migration” (Eurostat 2003: 121). This work has produced some valuable insights. It turns out, for instance, that there is a strong negative correlation between immigration rates and unemployment rates in countries like Germany and the UK, where much immigration is labor-market motivated, whereas there is no such correlation in countries like France, where it isn’t. Little of the work, however, has much relevance for projecting long-term immigration trends—and indeed, Eurostat’s long-term projections resemble those of most national agencies.
The latest Eurostat projections include three immigration variants. According to Eurostat, the main or central variant is based directly on historical experience. Total net immigration to the EU15 is assumed to reach a target level of 622,000 in 2010, which Eurostat notes is roughly the average for the 1980s and 1990s. After 2010, net immigration is assumed to remain constant. As Eurostat explains, “It is believed that it is nearly impossible to make realistic assumptions on developments in migration after 2010” (Eurostat 2001b: 36). According to Eurostat, its variant projections are based on “internally consistent” economic and policy scenarios. But as it turns out, Eurostat’s low and high immigration assumptions—311,000 and 933,000 from 2010 onward—are simply set 50 percent lower and higher than the baseline assumption. The scenarios merely provide a justification for the assumptions, which are themselves arbitrarily chosen.

According to Eurostat, the new 2004 projections will be based on an entirely new projection method. Nothing has yet been published describing the method, however, and it remains unclear how it will handle the long-term projection challenge.

**b. Federal Statistical Office of Germany**

The Federal Statistical Office of Germany has been preparing national population projections for roughly forty years. The tenth and most recent set of projections, which was published in 2003, covers the period 2002-2050.

The Federal Statistical Office publishes three immigration variants (low, medium, and high) and tracks two categories of migrants (ethnic German and non-German). In all of the variants, net immigration of ethnic Germans is assumed to decline steadily and eventually fall to zero as the reserve of potential immigrants in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe is exhausted. In the medium variant, non-German net immigration is assumed to be a constant 200,000 per year throughout the projection period, roughly its average over the past fifty years. The corresponding assumptions in the low and high variants are 100,000 and 300,000.

Except for the distinction between ethnic Germans and non-Germans, there is little remarkable about the Federal Statistical Office’s projection method, which resembles that of Eurostat and many other national agencies in Europe. What’s perhaps more unusual is the candor with which basic assumption choices are discussed.

The Federal Statistical Office rejects current immigration policy as a basis for projection. One reason is that in the past Germany has witnessed huge fluctuations in immigration within the span of just a few years as economic and political circumstances have changed, and along with them immigration policies. Net immigration of non-Germans rose to nearly 600,000 during the late 1960s and early 1970s as waves of “guest workers” flooded into Germany, only to fall to minus 200,000 by the mid-1970s as Germany’s postwar economic miracle stalled. It once more soared to 600,000 in the late 1980s and early 1990s, this time driven by waves of refugees and asylum-seekers, only to plummet again and turn negative in the late 1990s.
More fundamentally, the Federal Statistical Office believes that over the long run immigration is determined by broad demographic and economic developments that may lie beyond the ability of governments to control. The Statistical Office sums it up this way: “The balance [net immigration] depends firstly on the migration potential, which is determined in turn by political, economic, demographic or indeed ecological developments in the countries of origin. Secondly, it is influenced by migration policies in Germany, by the situation of the German labor market and by the economic and social attraction of Germany as a destination country” (Federal Statistical Office of Germany 2003: 21).

c. Statistics Netherlands

Statistics Netherlands has been producing the official population projections for the Netherlands since the early 1950s. It currently publishes long-term projections every other year. The latest set was released in 2003 and covers the period 2002-2050. Like IIASA, Statistics Netherlands makes probabilistic projections.

Statistics Netherlands’ projection methods are among the most technically sophisticated in use today. It separately projects immigration and emigration for migrant groups from twelve different countries or regions, all of which have their own probability distributions. Like a growing number of agencies, Statistics Netherlands projects emigration as a share of the foreign-born population stock—or in this case, stocks. But it also goes a step further. Not only does it track the size of twelve different foreign-born populations, it also tracks their “vintage.” Its assumption is that the longer immigrants have lived in the Netherlands the less likely they are to leave again.

Yet ultimately, the quality of the projections depends on the quality of the assumption inputs. And here Statistics Netherlands, like most projection-making agencies, simply relies on expert opinion. The process is more institutionalized in the Netherlands than it generally is elsewhere. A special Advisory Commission for Population Projections was established in 1975 to provide guidance in developing fertility, mortality, and migration assumptions. Statistics Netherlands also regularly consults with the Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute, one of Europe’s preeminent population research institutes. But whatever the process, the projection assumptions—and the probability distributions they generate—remain largely judgmental.

d. United Kingdom: Government Actuary’s Department

The UK population projections are published every two years by the Government Actuary’s Department (GAD). The latest complete projections were issued in 2004 and cover the period 2002-2072. There are separate projections for the United Kingdom as a whole, as well as for its constituent parts: England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland.

GAD’s projection method is somewhat unusual. Whereas most agencies base their immigration assumptions on historical averages, GAD begins by extrapolating the
past decade’s historical trend a decade into the future. It then averages the extrapolated values. The result—130,000 in the latest projections—becomes the immigration assumption used in GAD’s baseline scenario. GAD also calculates high and low variants, whose assumptions are set roughly 50 percent higher and lower than the baseline assumption. According to GAD, the variants are not meant to indicate “extremes,” but merely to illustrate what the future might look like if net immigration is significantly higher or lower than in its central projection.

The UK is now experiencing record levels of net immigration. As recently as the mid-1980s, it was still a sending country. Since then, however, net immigration has surged. In no year in the UK’s history before 1998 did net immigration ever exceed 100,000. Yet GAD assumes that in the future it will indefinitely average 130,000. GAD neither discusses the causes of today’s immigration surge nor explains why it thinks today’s higher levels will continue. Indeed, it offers no discussion of the factors driving immigration at all. Its projection method—which interestingly was developed in the early 1990s when immigration was still low—appears to be purely mechanical.

IV. OTHER DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

The remaining group in the inventory includes two countries: Canada, a traditional receiving country, and Japan, a country where immigration, though historically unimportant, is now for the first time the focus of growing policy attention.

a. Statistics Canada

The Canadian population projections are prepared by Statistics Canada. The most recent projections, which were released in 2001, cover the period 2000-2026 at the provincial and territorial level and 2000-2051 at the national level.

Statistics Canada explicitly bases the immigration assumption in its central or medium variant projection on current policy. It assumes that (gross) migration will remain constant throughout the projection period at 225,000, which is the upper value of the government’s official 1999 immigration target for the year 2000. Unlike the U.S. Social Security Administration’s “current policy” framework, Statistics Canada’s makes no allowance for illegal immigration. According to Statistics Canada, the underlying premise of its approach is that “immigration assumptions tend to be more accurate when based on policy decisions taken by the government, than when based solely on the statistical analysis of past trends” (Statistics Canada 2001: 1).

Statistics Canada publishes projection variants that take into account the possibility that future immigration levels will be affected by “socio-economic and political conditions, both within and outside Canada” (Statistics Canada 2001: 1, 3-4). Interestingly, however, it justifies these variant projections as alternative policy scenarios. The high variant assumption (270,000) reflects “a convergence of economic, humanitarian, and demographic factors [that] could lead to a policy of continuing high immigration,” while the low variant assumption (180,000) “reflects a possible downward
revision of future immigration levels.” Given the steady increase in immigration since the mid-1980s—and the potential impact of Canada’s aging on future immigration pull—Statistics Canada believes that the high variant represents the more plausible scenario.


The National Institute of Population and Social Security Research (IPSS) prepares the official Japanese population projections. The projections are published every five years following Japan’s quinquennial Census. The most recent projections were released in 2002 and cover the period 2001-2100.

Similarly to Germany, Japan makes separate projections of ethnic Japanese and non-Japanese immigration. It assumes that net ethnic Japanese immigration will continue at its recent (1995-2000) average annual rate. Its projections of net “foreign” immigration are based on an extrapolation of the historical trend since 1970, at least in the near to medium term. Net foreign immigration rises sharply over the first two decades of the projection period, before flattening out at roughly 100,000 per year from the 2020s onward.

This method represents an important change from earlier practice. In previous projections, IPSS assumed that net foreign immigration (like net ethnic Japanese immigration) would remain constant at its recent historical average. In the 1997 projections, the average used was 1990-1995, which turned out to represent an unusual and short-lived downturn in what had for the prior two decades been a generally rising historical trend. The new method was developed in recognition that near-term averages are a problematic basis for long-term projections. What makes it unusual is that projections are based on long-term historical trends rather than the long-term historical averages.
AN OVERVIEW OF IMMIGRATION THEORY

The poverty of explanatory models in the current practice of immigration projection contrasts sharply with the abundance of theories proposed and discussed by experts in a variety of social science and policy disciplines. Here we attempt to outline the broad theoretical frameworks which, with effort and research, could help serve to improve projection practice. We identify six such frameworks, each having its own unique history and literature: the policy, the neoclassical, the world systems, the new economics, the social network, and the dual labor market frameworks.

There are many ways to understand how these six frameworks approach migration. One way is to distinguish explanations in terms of push factors versus pull factors. Push factors, which create migration pressure within a sending country or region, range from poverty and unemployment (labor migrants) to political turmoil (refugees). Pull factors are generated by the attractiveness of the receiving country and give a direction to migration flows. The neoclassical framework, since it derives from a supply and demand analysis of economic and demographic conditions in both sending and receiving countries, encompasses both push and pull factors in equal measure. Other frameworks tend to lean in practice more toward one or the other. The world systems and new economics frameworks tend to lean more toward push explanations. The policy and dual labor market frameworks tend to lean the other way, toward pull explanations.

A second way to distinguish explanations is in terms of quantitative versus qualitative models. Here there is a spectrum: At one end, the neoclassical framework describes a body of theory that (along with accompanying statistical tests) is almost entirely quantitative. The new economics and dual labor market frameworks are occasionally quantitative. The others are almost entirely qualitative. A similar spectrum distinguishes frameworks whose method stresses individual incentives, rational choice, and markets from those whose method stresses social forces, community or cultural values, and history.

A third way to sort the frameworks is by whether they tend to argue, most of the time, for a long-term rising or falling trend in global migration. The neoclassical framework tends to point to long-term stability or decline. Migration pressure should ease over time as the demographics and living standards of sending and receiving countries converge. The policy framework could lean either way, but again suggests that decline is a real possibility by its attention to public attitudes, which in recent decades have in many receiving countries turned against immigration. The remaining frameworks, on the other hand, tend to suggest that a secular rise in migration rates will continue indefinitely, along with modernization and globalization. Massey, who probably belongs in the “social network” camp, sums up this view as follows, “Current theoretical and empirical knowledge... suggests that, if anything, migratory flows will grow throughout the world” (Massey 1999: 318).
a. Policy Framework

For many generations, the supposed efficacy of national immigration policy deterred most social science experts from taking much interest in immigration projection. If nation states could control migration at will according to the public interest, the whole question of how to explain it and project it was largely swept off the table. Over the last generation, however, the global rise of illegal immigration amid heated new policy debates over immigration restrictions has persuaded many experts to take a fresh interest in the role of public policy. Many social scientists are looking empirically for the first time at how policy design and enforcement affect real-world immigration incentives and change immigration behavior (e.g., Cornelius 1989, Espenshade 1990, 1994). They sometimes come to the counterintuitive finding that stricter enforcement can actually boost immigration.

Political scientists and sociologists are also investigating how overall policies and laws change over time (e.g., Cornelius et al. 2004 and Money 1999). How do interest groups and voters at large determine the direction of policy? Why, in some eras, do laws become more permissive or more restrictive than in other eras? When do legislators in democratic nations have a genuine incentive to limit immigration, and when is their goal rather to engage in “symbolic” measures to appease opinion? By studying voter surveys and legislative patterns, some of these experts are formulating models in which the very direction of national policy is endogenously determined by other assumed social, demographic, or geopolitical trends.

b. Neoclassical Framework

By far the oldest and most venerable perspective, with origins going all the way back to classical political economy in the early nineteenth century, the neoclassical framework is inspired by a longstanding observation: Large migration streams tend to move from poor countries in which the youthful population is outstripping capital and land to rich countries in which the opposite is true. The insight of neoclassical theory is that there is a global labor market and that migrants will move from low-wage countries to high-wage countries if and when the wage differential is larger than the costs of moving. There are many obvious historical examples, from the mass migration of southern and eastern Europeans to the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to the “Great Migration” of African Americans from the rural south to the industrial north in the early to mid-twentieth century. The famous “Laws of Migration” promulgated by Ernest G. Ravenstein in 1885 were largely based on marketplace incentives. In 1932, John R. Hicks offered perhaps the best-known formulation of the neoclassical framework: “Differences in net economic advantages, chiefly advantages in wages, are the main causes of migration” (Hicks 1932: 76).

Since the 1950s, the neoclassical framework has given birth to a vast academic literature in which migrant behavior is described by marketplace and optimization models of increasing sophistication (e.g., Lewis 1954, Todaro 1969, and Borjas 1987). The framework has been appealing because it formally takes into account both push (supply)
and pull (demand). It has been especially attractive to most economists and many
demographers because it is the most quantifiable and projectable. Though still dominant,
the neoclassical framework has come under increasing attack in recent decades for its
unrealistic “ideal market” assumptions and its disinterest in the role of culture and social
ties (except perhaps as an “adjustment cost”). Other theories have been developed
largely in reaction—to offer a more complete view that can explain major trends that
neoclassical theory alone cannot.

**c. World Systems Framework**

The basic observation of the world systems theorists is that migration rarely
comes from the very poorest parts of the world, which is what neoclassical theory would
suggest. Why? According to the world systems framework, immigration only happens
after societies have been incorporated into the capitalist world market. Peoples in very
traditional societies (however poor) rarely migrate. Only after a society has been
globalized and marketized, and after all of the social and cultural dislocations that
accompany this process, do people begin to pick up and move in response to their
perceived “relative deprivation.” The resulting migration flows are often directed toward
countries to which ties were established during their “colonial” expansion phase.
Pakistanis and Indians, for example, traditionally migrate to the United Kingdom,
Algerians to France, Indonesians to the Netherlands, Filipinos to the United States.
Based on the historico-structuralist approach of Immanuel Wallerstein (1974) and on
earlier Marxist critiques of imperialism, the world systems view maintains that
immigration is part of a unidirectional global evolution in which “periphery” economies
generally do not replicate the success of “lead” economies. It does not share the
optimistic functionalism of the neoclassical school.

Most recent work from this perspective (e.g., Sassen 1988 and Portes and
Rumbaut 1996) looks closely at the attitude shifts that give rise to global migration and
the institutions and locales that sustain it (e.g., the well-known “world city hypothesis”
described in Friedmann 1986). Many world systems theorists believe that, once set in
motion, the movement of migrants from poor and traditional societies to rich and modern
societies—and the movement of remittances and visits in the other direction—will further
marketize the sending country, thus accelerating immigration. This is called “cumulative
causation,” an idea first developed by Gunnar Myrdal in 1957 and further elaborated by
Massey in 1990. Migrants send remittances home and raise the living standard of family
members who stayed behind. The rest of the community experiences further relative
depprivation, increasing the likelihood they will migrate themselves. Of all frameworks,
the world system perspective comes closest to encompassing what most experts mean by
the general term “globalization.”

**d. New Economics Framework**

The new economics framework begins with another widespread observation that
seems anomalous from the neoclassical perspective. Most migrants do not consist of
entire families who make one-time permanent moves to a new country. Rather, most consist of family subgroups who spend many years moving back and forth from the “old” to the “new” country. New economics theorists therefore reject the assumption that migration is a single decision made by a single individual or family head. They instead urge a model that treats migration as a series of decisions made within the context of intrafamily relationships. Families send members abroad not just to maximize income in the form of remittances, but to diversify income and insure against risk. According to new economics theory, the wage differential bears only a weak and secondary link to migration behavior—and economic development in the sending countries may thus not do much to reduce migration.

Like many other challengers to the neoclassical orthodoxy, the new economics framework first arose in the early 1980s and has been gaining attention ever since (e.g., Stark and Bloom 1985 and Taylor 1999). More than world systems theory, it is willing to employ conventional economics to identify specific causes of market failure, such as the inability of villagers in many developing countries to buy insurance or change occupations. The new economist theorists emphasize the large size and historical importance of cross-border remittance flows—from Irish men in America to families back home in the 1850s, for example, or from Filipino women in America to families back home in the 1990s. They were among the first to identify the potential problem of “brain drains” from sending countries; they were also among the first to focus on patterns of intrafamily ties and travel, research that pioneered the way for social network theory.

e. Social Network Framework

If neoclassical theory is correct, even as amended by the further insights outlined above, migration should be a widely diffuse phenomenon, involving randomly scattered families throughout sending countries and randomly scattered destination cities throughout receiving countries. In fact, migration almost never happens this way. A major “wave” of migration typically originates among large numbers of people from a small number of sending communities—and ends in an equally small number of receiving locations. Why? Because, argue social network theorists, the existence of kin and other social networks in both sending and receiving countries makes immigration less costly, less dangerous, and less uncertain. Networks reduce the risks and increase the returns of migration. Relatives and friends help new immigrants find jobs. They also provide social and cultural support in an immigrant community with a familiar language, food, religion, and customs. Network theorists (e.g., Hugo 1981 and Gurak and Caces 1992) try to explain how all this works. Some of them (e.g., Massey and Zenteto 1999) have combined networks and “social capital” theory to generate models of migration.

According to the social network framework, immigration is a highly “path dependent” phenomenon: The choices made by a few early pioneer immigrants often determine the direction of the floodtide that follows. Yet if immigration is hard to get started, this framework also suggests that it is hard to stop, since networks tend to create immigration momentum. Migration may continue even if, in the neoclassical view, there wouldn’t be sufficient reason for it to start in the first place. During the late 1990s, for
example, Mexican immigration to the United States accelerated despite large improvements in the Mexican economy during those years. Network-induced momentum may explain why governments find it easier to prevent immigration in the first place than to shut it off once it is underway. This momentum may also mean that government policies that favor family reunification, by helping to strengthen and perpetuate networks, directly undermine efforts to discourage a larger flow.

f. Dual Labor Market Framework

In its essentials, the neoclassical framework posits a global labor market in which migrants (as labor) respond to global market signals very much like any other mobile factor of production (e.g., capital). Yet even allowing for imperfect information and the high cost of communication and transportation, such global labor markets are far from perfect. One conspicuous imperfection is that, in most countries having large immigrant stocks, certain low-wage job categories become associated with immigrant job holders and thus are no longer considered by large numbers of potential nonimmigrant workers. In effect, a social class stigma segments the national labor market into two parts. The dual labor market framework (applied originally to different social classes) goes back in England to John Stuart Mill and in America to the institutionalist economists of the early twentieth century. Its specific application to immigrant labor is much more recent (e.g., Piore 1979 and Dickens and Lang 1988).

Dual labor market theorists often see themselves as providing a “demand-side” perspective on the world systems dynamic of expanding capitalism and globalization. They point out that, once it begins, the segmentation of labor markets can quickly become self-reinforcing. As potential native workers leave the immigrant job definitions, wages do not fall as far as they otherwise might in the presence of immigration. This encourages more immigration. Furthermore, the same ethnic or cultural attributes of certain jobs that work to discourage native job seekers may further encourage immigrant job seekers who may be reassured by the familiar setting of their new employment (especially within so-called “enclave communities”). There is a long-standing debate among economists over the basic wage-segmentation premise of the dual labor market framework, or at least its practical importance. Yet few would quarrel with their key insight, which is that people’s employment choices are often determined, in part, by considerations of class solidarity and cultural familiarity.
TOWARD BETTER PROJECTION PRACTICE

This survey has revealed that there is an enormous chasm between the rudimentary state of immigration projection practice and the explanatory richness of immigration theory. What continues to hinder advances in practice are not just the limitations of projection method and agency resources, but a widespread pessimism about the very possibility of improvement. Most agencies focus much of their attention on the near term—and in the near term, immigration is undeniably volatile and difficult to predict. Unexpected movements of refugees and asylum-seekers, not to mention erratic vagaries of the business cycle and geopolitical events, can trigger dramatic year-to-year oscillations in net immigration. One might reasonably conclude that if the near term is so difficult, the long term must be just about impossible.

But this conclusion may be mistaken. Looking at the very long term, it may be possible to identify connections between immigration and other social, economic, and political variables that can be projected with some confidence. The difference is analogous to forecasting waves versus forecasting the tides. Much progress might be achievable if the abundance of available explanatory insights about immigration could somehow be consolidated and integrated into a useable projection method. The stakes are high given the growing importance of immigration in the population projection equation and the high degree of uncertainty surrounding it.

Progress will not come without a great deal of effort. It might require a multi-stage, multi-year effort that would bring together immigration theorists and researchers from around the world. The goal would be the construction of a long-term, multi-variant projection model. The overall approach might be neoclassical in its formal organization, but it would have to freely allow for the dynamic impact of any number of non-neoclassical elements.

Any long-term projection model would have to address the basic choices posed in the introduction. It might to some extent make policy endogenous to the immigration projections, perhaps by identifying what global social and economic conditions may trigger more restrictive immigration policies. At every turn, the theoretical and empirical basis for modeling assumptions would have to be spelled out. As for the generation of stochastic projections, this is probably an innovation that should wait—at least until we have learned more about the central trend of the model’s assumptions.

No one realistically thinks that social science is on the verge of constructing a “unified field theory” of immigration that takes into account all the dimensions of this extraordinarily complex phenomenon. Any model would be partial and approximate and perhaps less than elegant. It would have to splice together or at least reach a compromise between hostile theoretical perspectives. Even this, however, would be a vast improvement over anything now attempted by current projection practice.
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